
Ray Technology™ 
asymmetric task light

2 colour temperatures

Relaxing ambient light

daylightcompany.com

Cometa is a floor light unlike any other. This elegant and contemporary lamp emits 
a focused task light as well as a warm ambient light. The task light utilises our 
innovative Ray Technology™ which enables light to be directed forward without 
angling the lamp so you can read or hobby without disturbing anyone else in the 
room. Choose from 2 colour temperatures when using the task light - daylight 
(6,000K) and warm light (2,700K) - and add ambience to your room with the soft 
glow from the illuminating shade. The adjustable shade height, variable brightness, 
rotating base and a Colour Rendering Index of over 95 make the Cometa a truly 
beautiful, versatile and highly functional lamp.
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FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

Product information 
Weight 3.3kg
Colour Black
Cable length 3m
 

 
Packaging information  
Height 81.5cm
Width 32cm
Depth 28cm
Packed weight 5kg
Products per master carton 2

CometaTM

• Elegant and contemporary task lamp with ambient light
• Eliminate glare and prevent shadows with our innovative Ray Technology™
• Choose from 2 colour temperatures when using the task light - daylight 

(6,000K) and warm light (2,700K) - perfect for reading and detailed tasks or 
enjoying a softer spotlight

• Add ambience to your room with the soft glow from the illuminating shade 
independently or in combination with the task light

• Adjustable shade height so you can adapt the illuminated area to the task at hand
• Effortlessly position the light where you need it by rotating the base
• Variable brightness for the perfect light intensity
• Daylight LEDs with 95+ CRI enable you to see colours perfectly at any time 

of day or night

Light output
Light source LED
Lumens 800
Lux at 30cm 7,000
Colour temperature 6,000K / 2,700K
CRI 95+
Energy consumption 22W

152cm (60”) MAXIMUM HEIGHT

TOUCH SWITCH 
FOR AMBIENT LIGHT

ROTATING BASE

SWITCH FOR 
ASYMMETRIC TASK LIGHT

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

24cm (9.5”) DIAMETER


